Image quality assessment by visual gradient similarity.
A full-reference image quality assessment (IQA) model by multiscale visual gradient similarity (VGS) is presented. The VGS model adopts a three-stage approach: First, global contrast registration for each scale is applied. Then, pointwise comparison is given by multiplying the similarity of gradient direction with the similarity of gradient magnitude. Third, intrascale pooling is applied, followed by interscale pooling. Several properties of human visual systems on image gradient have been explored and incorporated into the VGS model. It has been found that Stevens' power law is also suitable for gradient magnitude. Other factors such as quality uniformity, visual detection threshold of gradient, and visual frequency sensitivity also affect subjective image quality. The optimal values of two parameters of VGS are trained with existing IQA databases, and good performance of VGS has been verified by cross validation. Experimental results show that VGS is competitive with state-of-the-art metrics in terms of prediction precision, reliability, simplicity, and low computational cost.